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Introduction
The object of the present thesis is to examine the liter-
ature pertaining to the classification of the Passerine birds
on the basis of the structure of the syrinx, it is hoped
that this summary will furnish a basis upon which future
investigations may be grounded. More specifically
,
the
author will have accomplished his mission here by presenting
a tabular analysis showing those forms in the non-Oscine
subdivisions of the i^asserifbrmes which have eluded direct
anatomical study in the literature to date, it is the con-
tention of several contemporary ornithologists that the
present classification, based principally upon the structure
and musculature of the syrinx, will break down as more and
more genera are subjected to direct anatomical study, in
other words, the long-accepted, relatively static, classific-
ation now in use is based, to an appreciable degree, upon
assumptions which have never been tested by actual dissection.
Those who maintain that avian taxonomy is a sterile field of
investigation must have overlooked the significantly large
proportion of forms which have been classified entirely on
the superficial basis of museum study skins. The great
anatomist, Johannes Muller, who first pointed out the taxon-
omic value of the syrinx (1845), challenged his predecessors
with the epithet ”dry-skin philosophers,” and except for a
very few of his followers, notably Purbringer
,
the epithet

has remained apropos during the intervening century. The
literature has remained notably devoid of extensive studies
in even so obviously important a field as avian osteology.
As an example of .the results which may be expected from more
exhaustive studies than those upon which the long-current
classification has been based, the reader is referred to the
excellent recent article by Me Dowell ^1948) pertaining to
the classification of the Hatitae.
The ultimate purpose of any scheme of classification,
other that supplying a regular and convenient system of
handles, is to depict the phylogenetic relationships of
organisms. Gadow (1898) stated the problem concisely in
,, there can be only one true or natural system, namely, that
which expresses every degree of affinity or descent of every
creature which has ever lived or is still living.” He
realized, of course, that to such a system no classification
would be applicable. However, it is only by the analysis
and meaningfull organization of all of life’s parts that we
can arrive at any concept of the unity of the whole.
/
Krom the phylogenetic point of view, the greatest
bifurcation of the Vertebrata, in terms of supplying two
successful lines of evolution, was the division, somewhere
along a common reptilian stem, into Aves and Mammalia.
Without engaging in wrangles over teleology, the author
wishes to point out that one of the new features of evolut-
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3ionary consequence which appeared at this bifurcation may have
been the modulatable voice under direct nervous control, it
is a common characteristic of both Aves and Mammalia, and is
found in no lower groups, among the invertebrates, the only
notable sound-producers are the insects. Theirs is not a
true voice, being non-modula table, and under nervous control
only as regards the initiation and cessation of the sound.
This can hardly be termed a voice from the point of view of
either structure or funcion. The Reptilia, as a class, are
voiceless, the very few exceptions, such as Jthe alligator,
being able to produce only an unmodulated roar, and this
without any truly specialized modifications of the respiratory
system, Maynard (1928). The Amphibia have better developed
sound-producing equipment, but the mechanism, as seen in
the Salientia, is probably non-modula tabl e , and is actually
one step removed from direct respiratory involvement.
With the birds and-mammals appears, then, the first true
voice, being modulatable, under direct nervous control
(innervation vagus in mammals; glossppharyngeal in birds),
and involving direct respiratory mechanisms. In both cases,
the frequency, wave length, and volume of the sounds produced
may be correlated with the feelings or emot\nal states of
the individual organism, in other words, the voices in both
forms are expressive. The abundance of anthropomorphism in
popular literature testifies to this fact. Again, picking
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one's f/ay among the pitfalls of teleology, the possession of
a modulatable and expressive voice may be one of the prerequi-
sites for the evolution of higher intelligence in the Animal
Kingdom, and, as such, deserves recognition in any attempt at
dynamic classification.
The voice organs in the two groups are, however, not
homologous. (A concise and modern definition of "homology"
as applied to evolution may be found in Zangerl, 1948), In
the mammals, the organ of voice is a modification at the upper
end of the trachea to form the larynx with its vibratory
elements in the form of cords. In the birds, the modification
appears at the lower end of the trachea in the form of the
syrinx with its membranes as vibratory elements. In both
cases, more or less complicated musculature is present for
the purpose of modulation.
A set of qualifications for the class Aves is an inter-
esting problem. Hyman (1942) lists only one universal and
peculiar character for the class, namely, the possession of
feathers. To this might be added the possession of a syrinx
as a specialized organ, various authors have characterized
the Struthioniformes (Ostriches), Oasuariformes (Cassowarys )
,
and Apterygiformes (Apteryx), as wanting syringes, r’orbes
(1881) describes the syrinx of otruthio and notes the
presence of a "...trace of a membrana semilunaris, in the
form of a feeble, scarcely raised ant ero-post eriorly directed

5‘ fold of mucous membrane." As will be seen later, this
suggests a secondary reduction in complexity of the syrinx
and holds true for the other Hatite birds, i-'igures 2, 3, &
4 show the adequate development of the internal tympaniform
membranes and other features which warrant maintaining the
universality of the syrinx in birds.
The syrinx, being a universal and variable characteristic
of the class Aves, should, and does, provide an important *
taxonomic criterion. Thus, the Strigidae (Owls), Caprimulg-
idae (Goatsuckers), and Cuculiidae (Cuckoos) show related
syringes; and as pointed out by Beddard (1898), the compli-
cated musculature of the syrinx of the Psittaciformes
(Parrots) may be an indication of relationship to certain
Passeriformes.
In establishing phylogenetic relationships, the syrinx
may also prove quite unreliable as is evji(ident from the fact
that the family Cathartidae (American Vultures) possess
syringes resembling most closely those of Struthio and
Apteryx . On one hand we see superb fliers with a bone struct-
ure that is the optimum in aerodynamic economy, and, on the
other hand, flightless, almost wingless forms with heavy
solid bones.
As a general rule the syrinx has taxonomic value on the
levels below that of order; thus, the suborders, superfamilies,
and families in the Passeriformes are based largely on

6morphology of the syrinx; and it is within this order that
the syrinx has been accorded its greatest taxonomic value.
At this point a perusal of the figures here appended
will give the reader a better picture of the varieties of
structure which this organ may assume than could be acquired
from several. pages of pure decription. These variations
have been combined and generalized to form the "exploded
view" in Fig. 1.
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structure of the Syrinx
In reptiles the trachea merely bifurcates to form the
bronchi. The cartilaginous rings comprising the bronchi are
approximately equal in diameter to the radius of the tracheal
rings above them. T/hat nas one large tube merely branches
into two smaller tubes. No modification in the form or
arrangement of the tracheal or bronchial rings themselves
is to be found.
On the other hand, the birds show all manner of differen-
tiation and modification of this tracheo-bronchial junction.
In some cases the last few tracheal rings are fused. In all
cases, the first few bronchial rings are incomplete at the
inside of the bifurcation, and the bronchial tubes are thus
closed only by non-cartilaginous membrane (internal tympani-
form membrane). The Cathartidae may possible be the only
exception to this statement. In many cases the outside of
the bifurcation is equipped with a membranous area. In the
Anseriformes (Ducks, Geese, etc.) one or more tracheal rings
are modified to form a hollow, asymmetric bulb of bone which
serves as a resonating chamber. Either tracheal or bronchial
rings may be modified for the insertion of muscles (intrinsic
syringeal muscles). The intrinsic musculature varies from
none at all to as many as seven pairs of muscles. Within
the tubes, at the bifurcation, a dorso-ventrally directed
bony rod or cartilage is commonly found, and this usually

bears a crescentic fold of mucous membrane. The rod is called
the pessulus and resembles a two-headed bolt, as may be seen
from Pig, 1. The fold of membrane is called the semi -lunar
membrane by reason of its crescentic shape. This part of
the strucWe is thus situated at the confluence of the two
currents of air from the bronchi and forms an important
vibratory element in those forms in which it is found.
Any true evaluation of morphology, especially when it is
to be applied to phylogen^y, should include an understanding
of the embryological development of the struc'^re in as wide
a variety of forms as possible. However, the only study of
this kind known to the author is that of Tymms (1913), and
this detailed description is of Gallus bankiva . The enibryo_
logical account is notable for the number of developmental
short-cuts which occur, such that it is nearly impossible to
infer any phylogenetic value here. Tymms account has been
freely drawn upon in composing the ’’exploded view” of Fig, i^
and, with the exception of the intrinsic musculature, all
the structures found in other birds are present in one form
or another in Gallus (Domestic Fowl). The intrinsic muscul-
ature is present in the embryo, but disappears before
hatching. This fact is offered here in further proof of the
contention that the syrinx is a fundamental part of the
avian organism, and is lost only secondarily. The lack of
a well-developed syrinx can therefore not be accounted as a
primitive characteristic, a stand which has been maintained
5
by most previous taxonomists.
In defining the syrinx, Newton (1896) says, the
essential features of such an organ are, first, membranes
stretched between the several parts of a cartilaginous or
bony framework, and, next, special muscles which by their
action vary and regulate the tension of the membranes.”
As mentioned above, the simplest and most nearly reptilian
syringes are found in the Falaeogna thae (Ostriches, Rheas,
Gassowarys, Emus, etc.) and in the family Gathartidae (Amer-
ican Vultures)* This fact might, superficially, appear to
be correlated with the general primitiveness of that entirely
flightless order, the Palaeognathae. however, Rhea
,
as shown
in Pig. 3, throws much doubt on this idea. It has become
a habit of thought to consider these flightless forms as
ancestral to the "higher” birds. An increasing number of
writers since the turn of the century have pointed out the
vestigial nature of most of these so-called ancestral
features. As Heilmann (1926) pointed out. Archaeopteryx , the
oldest known fossil bird, is quite distincly a pdrching-
flying type, not a running-flightless type. The so-called
”Ratite” birds, both living and fossil, are undoubtedly of
quite recent origin according to Lambrecht (1933). It is
therefore safe to hypothesize that the very simple syringes
in most of the group are the product of a secondary reduction
in complexity. Concerning this secondary reduction, the
present writer suspects, though unable to cite sufficient
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examples, that the reduction may be correlated with the size
of the food which that particular form requires. In order
to pass a large bolus down the esophagus, a certain degree
of spatial economy must be effected in those structures which
parallel the esophagus. Thus the trachea in many forms is
flattened dor so-ventrally . This ties in well with the food
habits of the Struthionidae who often swallow objects of
diameter greater than the outside dimensions of their necks.
The author has noted the unusually complete syrinx in
ghalacrocorax (Cormorant;, and these birds have been known
to choke to death in their attempts to swallow oversized
fish.
The extremely simple syringes in the Gathartidae have
been described by Beddard (1890; and by Maynard (1928;. The
former, in describing Oymnogyp
s
(California Condor^ says,
”....a proper syrinx may be said to be really absent.
Maynard examined Gath^^rtes (Turkey vulture; and Coragyps
(Black Vulture) notes a suggestion of a pessulus in
both species. Here again, ,the inference to be drawn is that
the apparent simplicity is the result of secondary reduction
rather than primitiveness.
The types of syringes based on structure and used in
classification will be taken up in the following section.
It should be pointed out that morphological complexity does
not imply the ability to produce a wide variety of soiinds
in all cases. Again, the voice of birds is not always or
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entirely the production of the syrinx. in many cases various
supplementary stru^lires are involved as resonators for the
fiir columns. Thus the (iallinae are often equipped, especially
the males, with sacs, pouches, etc., and the Uygninae are
well-known for their long, convoluted trachea, Kortright
(1943;.
The system of air sacs in connection with the respiratory
system of birds undoubtedly plays an important part in the
regulation of the voice, though their functioning is probably
not entirely understood. Tymms (1913) noted that the respir-
atory air sacs are in intimate association with the syrinx
from all aspects. Thus, not only doe^s a sac extend up
between the bronchi with its walls closely applied to the int-
ernal tympaniform membranes, but the remaining surfaces of
the syrinx are likewise completely enveloped by diverticula
of the air sacs.
The sterno- tracheal and tracheo-clavicular muscles,
attached to the upper part of the trachea, likewise have
their effect in varying the voice, as can readily be seen
in the song-birds who appear to be pumping tneir throats
when singing.
The process of ossification is little known (fide WiiHam
Beebe, Jan. 7, 1949), and tiie changes which take place from
nestling to old age are very great. Gallus is the only form
in which the process is completely understood. This is.
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however, primarily a problem for the histologist. Beddard
(1898) after Forbes, mentions that in at least one, member of
the family Paradiseidae (Birds-of-Paradise ) , the tracheal
rings are ossified marginally, and remain cartilaginous
medially; thus, each ring becomes equal, histologically, to
-A
three rings, two outer osseous and an inner cartilaginous ring.
The interspaces between all the rings are very wide and
membranous in this form; an example of a supplementary
sound-producing area.
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Use of the Syrinx in Classification
The nineteenth century mind must have delighted in categ-
orizing, and the biologist of today is fortunate in inheriting
from his predecessors a vast literature concerned with the
defining of categories, as mentioned in the introduction,
it is just this process of analysis and organization of
relationships upon which the unity of any science depends.
It is also plain that many of the then newly proposed categ-
ories led into redundancy or into useless terminology. Thus,
Oken*s system of phyla based on the five senses of man, or
Cuvier's based on the types of external symmetry, are unnatur-
al and seem even laughable today. However, they were important
in their time and formed the groundwork for more highly
developed concepts which followed.
So, the biologists of that Golden liira bequeathed us a
heritage rich in descriptions of "types”, each of which they
tersely summarized with a newly invented name. Every imagin-
able structural correlation between two forms, even between
two genera, seems to have been given a name at one time or
another. For each "type” thus observed, at least one contr-
asting "type” must necessarily have been described, ^ome of
these categories have proven to be of paramount importance
to the student of evolution or taxonomy. In other cases,
however, the categories were ridiculous and cut across
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completely unrelated groups in a most random fashion, in
some cases the authors of these '’types*' even realized that
they were setting up entirely arbitrary categories, and seemed
to have done it out of sheer joy in the unending diversity
of the natural world. One of the negative results of all
this naming has been that it has swollen the vocabulary of
zoology into such an overpowering monster that the pitiful
comparative anatomist is driven into hiding. Every so often
a courageous individual pops his head out of his lair long
enough to propose that "anatomical type A" and>"anatomical
type B" are perhaps neither constant nor distinguishable; or,
at most, are merely points in a continuum which could have
been much more significantly located elsewhere in the course
of the continuum. As a matter of fact, where characters do
intergrade into one another, the setting up of named categ-
ories has obscured rather than elucidated the course of
evolution. it jg therefore necessary that we here review the
"types" which have been proposed by earlier comparative
anatomists and ornithologistSo In all cases these naies have
been checked at their original sources in the literature.
A few may be redundant, or lead otherwise in the direction of
greater obscurity.
The most logical, though not historically the first,
division into structural types in syringes is that depending
upon the location of the vibratory membranes. These divisions

are the following;
TRACHEAL SYRINX, This type is characterized by having the
lower part of the trachea modified so as to function in the
production of sound. Various authors have used this term
in various ways. Thus Hewton (1S96) makes it equivalent to
"Tracheophonae” and is not alone in doing so. To avoid red-
undancy, it is suggested that the latter term be restricted
to the group of Passerine birds which possess a special type
of tracheal syrinx. Thus the tracheal syrinx appears in the
Giconiidae (Storks) where it is of classificatory value, and
in the aforementioned group of Passerines. The distinction
is a subtle one, however, and it is not always possible to
describe a given syrinx as definitely tracheal only or
definitely bronchial only, iviost tracheal syringes show
modifications of both the trachea and the bronchi. The real
distinction is the presence of vibratory membranes on the
trachea irrespective of their presence or absence on the
bronchi.
BRONCHIAL SYRINX. This type is in apposition to the above
and is characterized by having its major sound-producing
parts on the bronchi. The trachea is entirely unmodified.
Its taxonomic importance is evident from the fact that it is
found in its highest development in the Steatornithidae
(Oil-birds), Caprimulgidae (Goatsuckers), Strigidae (Owls),

and Guculidae ^Cuckoos;. The first two families comprise the
order Caprimulgiformes in modern classifications. That the
Cuckoos and Owls are both related to the Caprimulgiformes is
attested by several other anatomical characteristics.
Lest we become too enthusiastic over the phylogenetic value
of this type of syrinx, it is well to point out that it
also occurs in some of the Tubinares (.Petrels ), according to
Furbringer (i888) • The bronchial syrinx is, however, an
entirely arbitrary category since it can be shown to grade
into the following type.
TRACHEO-BRONCHIAL SYRINX, As is evident from the name, this
type involves modifications of the bronchi and the trachea.
This may- be considered the typical form since it is found in
the vast majority of birds, both as regards families and
genera. The shown in Fig. 1 represents this type, and
the two previous types will probably prove to be the natural
extremes derivative from this basic and generalized form.
The so-called ’’song-birds" are all tracheo-bronchial
,
as are
also the Ardeidae (Herons), Rallidae (Rails), and Struthion-
idae (Ostriches), to mention only a few. A strange set of
bedfellows they make. Certain herons of stork-like mien
have been placed with the Ardeidae rather than the Ciconiidae
(p.l5) on the basis of their tracheo-bronchial syringes.
The next set of logical divisions is on the basis of the
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number of tracheo-bronchial muscles. These are more generally
referred to as the intrinsic syringeal muscles . (The sterno-
tracheal and tracheo-clavicular muscles are not considered
in this classification. Their presence and number is too
constant to be of' any use.) The intrinsic muscles vary in
/
number from none at all to seven pairs (and perhaps more ?)^
and are concerned \?ith modulation since they directly vary
the tension upon the vibratory membranes.
FOLYMYODIAN bYKiNX. This type is characterized by the poss-
ession of ’’many*’ intrinsic song 'muscles. As originally
intended by Johannes Muller (1845), this group was equivalent
to the Oscines (song-birds) of Keyserling and Biasius.
Muller’s polymyodi have remained the source of much confusion.
Whereas he originally specified five pairs of muscles in the
European forms, and quoted Audubon (i839) as noting four
pairs in the American song-birds, the literature includes
such diversities of opinion as Coues (l903) who maintains
that the Oscines have five or six pairs of muscles versus
Newton (1896) who maintains that the Oscines possess five or
seven pairs of muscles, ”no case of six pairs being known.”
One would expect, from the wide diversities of opinion, that
the group includes forms with four, five, six, or seven pairs
of muscles, the number being, is so far as the distinction
which the name Polymyodi represents, of not too great impor-
tance. Audubon describes (1839) the syrinx of ”Muscicapa

xRuticilla Linn., American Redstart” as having its muscles
”as in the other species” by which he indicated several
members of the genus Empidonax of the American flycatchers.
The Redstart is now known to be a Warbler (Oscine), and
hence not remotely related to the flycatchers. The question
still remains J what did Audubon see when he looked at the
syrinx of the American Redstart ? (This bird offers an
excellent example of the constancy of a common name as contr
asted with the ever-changing scientific name.)
OLIGOMYODIAN SYRINX. This type, proposed by Huxley (1867),
is based on the presence of "few” intrinsic muscles as contr
asted to the Polymyodian syrinx. The Oligomyodi is largely
|4
equivalent to the Picarii of Muller. The term caused much
confusion in classification, but was eventually stabilized
by Garrod (1876) when it was more closely defined so as to
include only the Mesomyodi (see below). The utility of its
apparent meaning is doubtful, and since it has been cut down
to synonomy with Mesomyodian, having originally served only
as a term in apposition to Polymyodian, it may just as well
be dropped from use, which is evidently what was done by
Ridgway (1907).
Newton (1696) criticized the attempt to base a classific
ation on two different taxonomic principles, one being the
number of muscles, and the other being the manner of their
insertion. In agreement with him, the use of the terms
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based on number of muscles (Polymyodi and Oligomyodi ) will
not be employed here. As a matter of fact, the Passeriformes
include forms with few and forms with many intrinsic muscles,
hence the terms actually are of no value in the classification
of larger groups.
The definitions based on the manner of insertion of the
intrinsic syringeal muscles have proven of the greatest impor-
tance in taxonomy. They are as follows;
MESOMYODIAN SYRINX. These are forms in which the insertion
of the muscles is on the lateral or middle portion of the
bronchial semi-rings. The name was first proposed by Garrod
(1876), although Muller previously recognized the group.
Garrod cautioned that the term should be restricted in use
only to the Passerine birds. The same may be said of the
remainder of the terms describing the manner of insertion of
intrinsic muscles. (If restricted to the Passeriformes, even
the terms based on the number of muscles show some taxonomic
value). Thus, the Mesomyodi possess from zero to two pairs
of intrinsic muscles and hence fall into the Oligomyodi,
although they comprise a very small part of what was origin-
ally intended by the latter term.
The definition was extended by Gadow (1893) to include
Anisomyodian (see below) so that Mesomyodian thus came to
mean "with the syringeal muscles unequally inserted, either
in the middle or upon only one or the other, dorsal or ventral,

In terms of the classifi-end of the (bronchial) semi-rings.”
cation proposed by V/etmore (1940), the Mesomyodi
,
as extended
by GadoTv, is exactly equal to the suborder Tyranni of the
Passeriformes
.
This group has stood the test of time and contains ten
exclusively Neotropical families plus the small family
Xenicidae of New Zealand, the family Philepittidae (one genus)
of Madagascar, and Pittidae (four genera) found in the
Ethiopian, Indo-malayan, and Australian regions. These
families will be further taken up in detail in order to deter-
mine those forms which have and which have not been actually
subjected to anatomical examination.
AGROMYODIAN SYRINX. This was also originally proposed by
Garrod (1876) and is in apposition to the term Mesomyodian.
It includes all those forms in which the muscles are attached
to the ends rather than at the middles of the bronchial
semi-rings. Garrod described and thus included in the
Acromyodi, the Menuridae (Lyre-birds) and the Atrichornith-
idae (Scrub-birds), although he noted that they have only two
or three pairs of intrinsic muscles; hence they were quite
different from the remainder of the Acromyodi which have
four or more pairs of muscles, and equal the Oscines (Polymyodi).
The Menuridae and the Atrichornitfiiidae were subsequently
lumped by Piirbringer (1868) into the "Suboscines,” and now
form Wetmore's ”Menurae”. Their true relationships are still
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a matter of debate, Wetmore (1940).
The Acromyodian forms were further subdivided to form the
following three desriptive groups:
DIACROMY’ODIAN bYRINX. In this type the intrinsic syr ingeal
muscles insert equally on both dorsal and ventral ends of
the bronchial semi-rings. This includes both the Oscines
and Suboscines, hence is practically synonymous with Acromy-
odian.
OATACROMyOPIAN SYRINX. This type has the intrinsic syringeal
muscles inserting upon only the ventral end of the bronchial
semi-rings.
ANACROMYODIAN SYRINX. This type has the muscle insertions
on the dorsal ends only of the bronchial semi-rings.
Note that Catacromyodian plus Anacromyodian plus fviesomy -
odian (in its original, before Gadow, meaning) equals
Anisomyodian .
ANISOMYODIAN SYRINX. This term, originally proposed by Gadow
(1893) includes those syringes with the intrinsic muscle
insertions either on the dorsal end of the semi-rings, the
ventral end of the semi-rings, or in the middle of the
semi-rings, but never at both ends . It is perhaps unfortunate
that this terms has died out of the literature and instead
the term Mesomyodian, here only a part of the Anisomyodous
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type, has come to designate the whole wide group.
The term Acromyodian has thus lost all significance, and
with the shift of its subterms Anacromyodian and uatacromyo-
dian to Mesomyodian, it has become equivalent to its own
other subterm, Diacromyodian.
With such a wealth of descriptive terms, many of which
'1 are redundant or synonymous, it is no small wonder that the
classification of the Passeriformes has been the object of
so much extensive shuffling and re-shuffling. Added to this
is the fact, to be enlarged upon later, that the majority
of the members of the families have been assigned their
systematic positions on the basis of external characteristics
only. The structure of the syringes in the majority of the
genera have evidently never been examined.
The following brief outline expresses the relationship
of these descriptive terms based upon musculature:
MESOMYODI
_ ANISOMYODI
= OLIGOI^ODI (part;.
Catacromyodi
Anacromyodi
iviesomyodi
suborder: TYRAIJNI
suborder: EUKYlAIMI
SUBOSCINES
suborder: MEWUHAE
USCINES
= POLYivIYODI
Diacromyodi
suborder: PASSEHES
>s.
'jj
1

(The suborder^ listed above are from Wetmore (1940;, and it
is expected that j.L.Feters will follow these in his as yet
unpublished ’’Check-list of birds of the World" Vol. VII.;.
In addition to the various terms descriptive of the
musculature, one pair of term^ has been thus far proposed
based on both musculature and location of the sound-producing
membranes. These are as follows:
TRAGHEOPHONE SYKliMX. This type was recognized and named by
Muller (1845; as part of his Picarii. (Muller tended to
lump all the non-uscine or non-Polymyodian forms under the
term Picarii). The essential featirre of this type is that
those rings modified to form membranes are distinctly
tracheal. Thus, the Tracheophone byrinx may be defined as
a Mesomyodian type which is exclusively Tracheal.
HAPLOOPHONE SYHiNX. This type is in apposition to the above,
and is a Mesomyodian byrinx which is of the more usual
Tracheo-bronchial type, i.e., involving modifications in the
bronchi as well as in the trachea.
These distinctions have likewise been the source of
re-shuffling within, of course, the Mesomyodi. Various
authors have overestimated the Tracheophonous group and
included families in it which were either not well known
anatomically, or else appeared, for superficial reasons,
to be related to known Tracheophonae.
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Muller’s original description of the Tracheophonous
syrinx forms a key piece of evidence in the history of the
classification of the Passeriformes, and, as such, is quoted
here in full.
’’The lower end of the trachea is flattened anteriorly and
posteriorly; its walls are thin and membranous and contain
extremely thin and narrow anterior and posterior half-rings,
which are fastened at the sides by long elastic bands. The
positions of these half-rings is varied by the muscles atta-
ched to their sides. In all these birds the cartilaginous
pessulus in the furcation of the trachea is wanting, and is
replaced by a strap of tendon, rhe membrana tympaniformis
(interna) passes over from one bronchus to the other. The
bronchi contain half-rings only. The membranous wall of the
voice organ consists of two thin transparent membranes, of
which the inner one is the mucous membrane.”

Classif ioa tion of the ir^asseriformes
This group has probably undergone more change dxiring the
history of classification than any other. Thus, the use of
the terms ’’Passerine , ”Passeriform, ” "Perching," and
"Higher" birds has become a matter of the greatest freedom.
The tendency has been towards cutting the group down by the
elimination of more and more families, and the setting up of
more groups of equal rank. The adjective "higher" is partic-
ularly misleading in its implications.
Muller (1845), whose work was chiefly with the syrinx,
wavered, according to Garrod (1876), between the following
two arrangements of the Perching Birds as a wholes
1. Passeres acromyodi (Oscines
;
2. Passeres mesomyodi tracheophoni
3. Picarii " ^
a. Passeres mesomyodi non-tracheophoni<.
or
1. Passeres acromyodi ^Oscines)
2. Picarii
a, Passeres mesomyodi tracheophoni
b. Passeres mesomyodi non- tracheophoni
Notice that these divisions were based almost' entirely
upon the structure and musculature of the syrinx. time
»i
Kim:
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the ’’Passeres mesomyodi non- tracheophonae" became divided into
several groups of ordinal rank, however, Muller’s arrangement
remains inherent within the modern classification. He would
have apportioned value more nearly like the modern system
had he taken his second arrangement and combined it with the
first so as to retain the split into rasseres and ricarii, but
placed the tracheophonous birds under the first group and
avoided making this first group equal to only the uscin.es.
This hypothetical arrangement would have been as follows:
1. Passeres
a. Passeres acromyodi (Oscines)
b. Passeres mesomyodi tracheophoni
c. Passeres mesomyodi non- tracheophoni (part)
2. Picarii
a. Passeres mesomyodi non- tracheophoni (part)
The division of the non- tracheophonous mesomyodi into
two parts came about as a result of more accurate anatomical
definition of the Passeres. With the extension of the term
Mesomyodian as now understood, all birds except the Oscines
and Suboscines, with their intrinsic muscle insertions both
dorsal and ventral, are really Mesomyodian. Thus, part of
Muller's non- tracheophoni are really not passerine at all,
but are Picarian. Among these non-Passer ine groups which
Muller examined were the hummingbirds, goatsuckers, Hoatzin
I
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rollers, bee-eaters, kingfishers, and others. These now
comprise several orders distinct from the order Passeriformes.
It was during the last part of the nineteenth century, as a
result of the works of darrod, Gadow, Furbringer, r'orbes,
et al, that these orders were separated and the Passeriformes
were more sharply delimited. The Passeres of Garrod, Forbes,
Beddard (1876, ’77, ’78, *00, '81, ’82, ’98) are actually
equivalent to the Passeriformes of Wetmore (1940), while
their "Passeriformes” included many of the forms mentioned
above which now form distinct orders. Thus, the Passeriformes,
as understood at the present time, form a very homogeneous
group of at least 6,600 species ranging in size from kinglets
to ravens, and of tremendously diverse form, color, and habits,
but still anatomically homogeneous. As regards internal
anatomy, the syrinx probably presents the widest variety of
modifications. One of the most constant features of the
Passeriformes is the fact that the first toe is invariably
turned backwards, and none of the other toes are ever changed
in position. According to Garrod (1877), the tendon of the
patagialis brevis does not end upon the tendon of the extensor,
but retains its independence running back to the extensor
condyle of the radius where both are attached. This is invar-
%
iable throughout the Passeriformes, except for the Menuridae
and the Atrichornithidae
.
(This last phrase, 'except for the
Menuridae and Atrichornithidae* has beaome a familiar refrain
« *
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to all who have ever tried to place these families). Another
constant feature is the forked manubrium sterni found in all
except the Eurylaimidae (Broad-bills) which stand in apposi-
tion to many other typical features of the remainder of the
Passeriformes
.
Since the syrinx is probably the most variable internal
feature within the group, it is not surprising to find that
Gadow (1698) divides the Passeriformes as follows:
Passeres anisomyodi (equals •’mesomyodi” of others).
Sub- c lama tores (Eurylaimidae)
Clama tores
Passeres diacromyodi
Suboscines (Menuridae plus Atrichornithidae ).
Oscines
Garrod, Forbes, and Beddard presented a somewhat different
arrangement, and are notable for being among the first to
consider the bearing of geographical distribution upon
evolution, and thence upon the arrangement of a natural class-
ification. Still more remarkable was Muller, who, writing in
1845, fourteen years before Darwin’s "Origin of Species,"
carefully distributed his extensive tables of genera by the
geographie areas in which they were found.
Garrod, Forbes, and Beddard made their primary division
of the group not on the basis of the syrinx, but on the much

more marked physical differences which separate the Eurylaim-
idae from the remaining Passeriformes. Their suggestions
may be summarized by the following table quoted from Beddard
(1898), in part:
I. DESMODAGTYLI - includes only the Old World family, Euryl-
aimidae.
II
.
ELEUTHERODACTYLI
A. Mesomyodi
a, Heteromeri - with the principal leg artery the
femoral
.
Pipridae
Cotingidae - both New World families.
b. Homomeri - with the principal leg artery the
sciatic
1. Haploophonae
Tyrannidae
Hupicolidae - both New World families.
Fhilepittidae
Pitt idae
Xenicidae - all old World families.
2. Tracheophonae
Dendrocolaptidae
i-'urnariidae
Pterop tochidae - all New ?rorld families.
B. Acromyodi
Abnormales (Suboscines) .
Normales (Oscines
)

The Mesomyodian families in this arrangement have, in a
few cases, been divided up into two or more families in the
present century, also on the basis of the syrinx. Thus, the
Dendrocolaptidae and T'urnariidae have been re-grouped to
provide two more families, the Conopophagidae and the i-'ormic-
ariidae, the former entirely lacking intrinsic syringeal
muscles, and the latter having only one pair just as do the
Pt eroptochidae
.
The statement of Beddard (1898) p, 179, that "all the
Mesomyodi have but one pair of muscles on the syrinx or none
at all ” is entirely incorrect even in view of the forms
whose anatomy is described in sources available to beddard.
It is upon this statement that a large part of the present
misarrangement of the families is due since the jjendrocolap-
tidae and the Furnariidae, after separation of the two fami-
lies above, can now be characterized by the presence of
two pairs of syringeal muscles.
fjadow’s separation of the Eurylaimidae into his "Sub-clam-
atores” merely as a subdivision of his "Passeres anisomyodi”
seems to be ^uch inferior arrangement in view of the facts
set forth by Forbes, uarrod, et al. nidgway (1901) summar-
1
ized these excellent reasons for making the Eurylaimidae a
primary division. Thus the division into Desmodactyli and
Eleutherodactyli is based on the following;

DESMODACTYLI ELEUTHERODACTYLI
hallux weak. hallux the strongest toe
3rd & 4th toes syndactyle
or partly so.
no such fusion
retain the plantar vinculum. lost
15 cervical vertebrae 14 cervical vertebrae.
simple manubrium sterni. forked manubrium sterni.
These differences certainly far outweigh the agreement of
syringeal musculature upon which Gadow based his classifica-
tion. Wetmore (1940) continues this idea in his classifica-
tion where the suborder "Eurylaimi” form one of the four
suborders of the Passeriformes. On the basis of the anatom-
ical features listed above, Wetmore's classification may be
criticized for setting up one suborder on much more important
morphological criteria than are the remaining three suborders.
There might be justification for giving the Kurylaimidae and
the Suboscines subordinal rank since they possess so little
in common with all the remainder of the Passeriformes. Then
the Mesomyodi and the Oscines might be lumped into a third
suborder.
The Desmodactyli are further a well-defined group in
range. All are Indo-Malayan and comprise twelve species in
the following six genera, Sharpe (1901);

Calyptomena Raffl.
Psarlsomus Sw
.
Serilophus Sw
Sarcophanops Sh.
Eurylaemus Hrsf.
Corydon Less.
CymtfoVhyn chu
s
Vig.
Forbes has examined the anatomy of Gymbfo^r’hynchus and of
Exirylaemus (Fig. 5) and Muller examined Corydon . In the case
of the last genus, Muller (1845) reported no intrinsic muscles,
but does not figure the structure. Forbes (1870) said, "it
is probable that the existence of an intrinsic muscle (on)
the syrinx of Corydon sumatrensis escaped the notice of
Joh. Meuller...." As is evident from Figure 5, the syrinx
of Cymt^bjirhynchus
,
and hence to be expected in the other
twelve species, is tracheo-bronchial and mesomyodian, and
with one pair of intrinsic muscles. However, in view of
the previous discussion of the other peculiar anatomical
features, they are not classified with the Mesomyodi, but are
placed in a distinct suborder of their own. The familiar
representatives are known as "Broad-bills" and form, superfic-
ially, a very homogeneous group. The striking appearance of
the foot is evident enough from the skins, and it is probably
safe, therefore, to assume that the four unexamined genera
will be found to agree quite closely with the three genera
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which have been examined.
Ridgway (1901) divided the order Eleutherodactyli on the
basis of the following key:
a. Syringeal muscles anisomyodous (Mesomyodi) Olama tores
aa. Syringeal muscles diacromyoddus (Acromyodi)
b. Syringeal muscles consisting of two or three pairs;
tensor patagii brevis picarian - Suboscines
(— Pseudoscines)
bb. Syringeal muscles of four or five pairs; tensor
patagii brevis passerine »~ 0scines
The modern classification of the Passeriformes is that
of Wetmore (1940) which J.L,Peters may be expected to follow
in his forthcoming “Check-list of Birds of the World,” Vol. 7,
now in manuscript. In this classification, several groups
are recognized as distinct from the Passeriformes, in part
on the basis of the wing musculature already mentioned.
These groups, roughly equivalent to Muller's Picarii, are
now divided into several separate orders, in many of the
older classifications, one or more of these groups have been
considered “Perching Birds" or Passeriformes, or even
Passeres
.
Psittaciformes (Parrots etc.)
Strigiformes (Owls)
Cuculiformes (Cuckoos)
Caprimulgiformes (Oil-birds, Goatsuckers)
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Micropodiformes (Swifts, Huimingblrds
;
Coliiformes (Colies)
Trogoniformes (Trogons)
Coraciiformes (Kingfishers, Bee-eaters, Hollers, Hornbills)
Piciformes (Jacamars, Toucans, Woodpeckers;
Wetmore's modern classification places the Passeriformes
as the final order in the above series, and divides them
into four suborders as follows;
Suborder EURYLAIMI
Family Eurylaimidae (Broadbills) 7 genera
Suborder 'TYRANNI
Superfamily Furnaroidea
Family Dendrocolaptidae (Wood-hewers) 13 genera
'* Furnariidae (Ovenbirds) 61 genera
” Formicariidae (Ant- thrushes ) 58 genera
" Conopophagidae (Ant-pipits) 2 genera
” Rhinocrypt idae (Tapaculos) 8 genera
(= Pteroptochidae
)
Superfamily Tyrannoidea
Family Gotingidae (Gotingas) 30 genera
” Pipridae (Manakins) 19 genera
” Tyrannidae (Tyrant Flycatchers) 83 genera
” Oxyruncidae (Sharp-bills) 1 genus
” Phytptomidae (Plant-cutters) 1 genus
” Pittidae (Pittas) 5 genera

Family Acanthisitt idae (New Zealand Wrens} 2 genera
(= Xenicidae
)
” Fhilepittidae (Asities} 1 genus
Suborder Menurae
Family Menuridae (Lyre-birds} 1 genus
’• Atrichornithidae (Scrub-birds} 1 genus
Suborder Passeres (Song-birds}
Fifty families not to be considered further here.
/The Mesomyodi (Wetmore’s "Tyranni”} will be taken up
family by family in the following section, hence a brief sur-
vey of the Suborder Menurae (Pseudoscines or Suboscines of
others} and the Oscines is given here.
The Memirae comprise the families Menuridae and Atrichor-
nithidae which have already been mentioned with reference to
their anomalous wing musculature, page 27. Each family
consists of but a few species, a single genus per family, and
they are all confined to Australia and New Zealand, darrod
(1876} made the most extensive study of their anatomy and
described the syrinx of Menura in great detail. He also
examined Atrichia which he found to be much the same at least
in this respect. The syrinx is acromyodian, i.e. with the
muscles inserted equally on the dorsal and the ventral ends
of the sexTii-rings
,
but with only two muscles apparent at the
origin, although three can be distinguished shortly below the
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origin. Thus, the manner of attachment of the muscles is just
as in the uscines, but the number of muscles is peculiar,
hiirbringer concluded (fide ^^eddard 1898) that this group was
intermediate between the ir^asseriformes and the Piciformes.
The patagialis brevis tendon is typically picine, not
passerine; and in a number of other muscular features the
agreement is picine also. Like many another animal from that
fantastic continent, they suggest a sort of random assembly
job. (.Menura possesses a chain of three supra-orbi tal bones,
a characteristic found only in reptiles and a very few
archaic birds. )
The Oscines are the largest group in the rasser iformes
,
as a matter of fact, the largest single suborder in the class
Aves. Wetmore (1940; lists fifty families. They are of
world-wide distribution, and at least one fossil family has
been described, namely Palaeospiza
.
evidently closely related
to the Alaudidae (Horned Larks etc.;.
Previously mentioned is the difference of opinion as to
the number of intrinsic syringeal muscles in the uscines.
very few birds in this group are actually anatomically known.
Of the several thousand species, many of which present abund-
ant, easily prociired material in almost any part of the civill
ized world, a very few are known to have been thoroughly desc-
ribed. uf the Passeriformes, the only one thus far described
in a single publication is the raven, uorvus corax by
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Shufeldt. The only other comparable studies are on the pigeon
and the fowl. The anatomies of a few other forms may be
pieced together from a wide variety of publications; the most
useful comprehensive surveys being those of x*urbringer (^1868)
and Gadow ^,1892;.
The supposedly typical oscine syrinx is shown in i-igure
17 adapted from uoues ^1902;. The only group with as compl-
icated a musculature is the Psittaciformes CPa-i^^ots
,
etc.;.
waving thus depicted briefly the development of the
modern classification, and also briefly summarized the major
divisions of the Passeriformes, excepting the Mesomyodi ^Wetm-
ores "Tyranni”), the next section will attempt to analyze
in much greater detail these mesomyodian families. It is
these which form, perhaps, the weakest link in the chain.
The number of genera cited above in each family of the
Passeriformes is not to be understood as an absolute figure
especially in the larger families where synonymies are amazin-
gly complex. Much arbitrary assignment of genera to various
families has occiirred. Some recently described genera have
been omitted. A few invalidated genera have no doubt been
included. The analyses in the next section are not intended
to be absolute or 'completely up-to-date, being based princip-
ally on Sharpe’s Hand-list (1901) and Ridgways keys (1907).
Little anatomical work seems to have been done on the group
since then, hence all more recently described forms have

been fitted into the already developed scheme on the basis of
superficial resemblances of the-study skins. Much has been
done in the way of splitting existing genera in some of the
families, especially the Tyrannidae. There have also occurred
several instances of genera which have been placed in altog-
ether different families by different students. Probably
every known flaw of taxonomy has occurred, or is still found,
in the classification of this one suborder.

The Mesomyodi
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The arrangement of this group in the scheme presented toy
Garrod and Forbes (see p. 29), and based on the principal leg
artery, was considerably improved by subsequent workers.
Gadow, in Bronn's Thier-reich;'- and Ridgway (1901, 1914),
evolved more precise keys to the families. The following
is adapted from Ridgway, and has been compiled with the
syrinx in mind. (This represents a key only to the syringes
and could not be used as a key to the families themselves
without the inclusion of other anatomical characteristics).
a. Syrinx tracheo-bronchial (typically Passerine) HAPLOOPHONAE
b. Syringeal muscles anacromyodous (dorsal insertions)
OXYRUNGIDAE
TYRANNIDAE
bb. Syringeal muscles catacromyodous (ventral insertions)
c. Normally catacromyodous GOTINGIDAE
RUPIGOLIDAE
PIPRIDAE
PHYTOTOMIDAE
XENICIDAE
PITTIDAE
cc. Muscles peculiarly expanded at the lower insert-
ion, not attached to semi-rings which are pecul-
iarly modified
PHILEPITTIDAE
aa. Syrinx tracheal. TRAGHEOPHONAE
b. One pair of tracheo-bronchial muscles -- F0RI4IGARIIDAE
c. St erno- trachealis not attached to processus
vocales
.
PTEROPTOGHIDAE

cc. inrinsic muscles wanting; st erno- trachealis not
attached to processus vocales
GONOPOPHAG IDAE
bb. Two pairs of tracheo-bronchial muscles
DENDROGOLAPTIDAE
FURNARIIDAE
This differentiation into tracheo-bronchial and intrinsic
muscles does not hold up well when applied to other groups
as may be seen from the figures appended (if, indeed, it holds
up within the Tracheophonae )• The intrinsic muscles, as
shown earlier, are derived from the tracheo-bronchial group
and to all intents and purposes are identical with them. it
is, in short, impossible to define one without including the
other. The above key would seem more intelligible if b. had
been written to include the no-muscles condition in cc.
Beddard (1898) has been previously quoted as saying that
the Dendrocolaptidae and Furnariidae have but one pair of
intrinsic muscles. He doubtless had in mind the many forms
of those families which have since been separated off to form
the later families of Gonopophagidae and Formicariidae. Thus,
supposedly, the remaining genera of the originally larger
families have but one pair of intrinsic muscles. It is not
at all certain that this is the true explanation. The
apparent confusion might also be due to Ridgway's attempt to
separate tracheo-bronchial from intrinsic syringeal muscles.
Only a thorough anatomical study, including a re-examination
of the few forms which have been dissected, could show the
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true nature of the tracheophone syrinx.
Since the variety of external appearances in these families
is so great, perhaps geographical distribution will bear out
the likelihood of their being anatomically homogeneous. The
only families in the whole of the Mesomyodi which are not
American are the Xenlcidae, Philepittidae
,
and Pittidae.
The Xenicidae (or Acanthisi ttidae ) are peculiar to iMew Zealand,
the Philepittidae are peculiar to Madagascar, and the Pittidae
are found in the Ethiopian, indo-malayan, and Australian
regions
.
The Mesomyodian families are taken up here in the order
*
shown in Wetmore (1940) who calls the Mesomyodi the suoorder
TYRANNI, and divides the suborder into two superfamilies,
PURNAROIIDEA (equals Tracheophonae ) , and TYRANNOIDEA (equals
Haploophonae ).
m

Family DENDROCOLAPTIOAE (Wood-hewers)
42 .
Tracheophone
,
mesomyodian, and with two short tracheo-bro-
nchial muscles. Tarsal envelope endaspidean. Tensor patagii
brevis typically passerine. Inter-orbital septum imperforate,
maxillo-pala tines short and broad, vomer short, metasternum
two-notched, etc.
They are allied to the Purnariidae, and like them are
peculiar to the continental portions of the neotropical Region,
but are best developed in Central America. There are about
127 species, less than half as many as are found in the
Purnariidae.
Hidgway (1911), from whom the above characterization has
in part come, makes the family equal to the subfamily
"Dendrocolaptinae” of Sclater (1907) minus the genera
Margarornis and Pygarrhicus which belong to the Purnariidae.
He adds the genera Glyphorhynchus and Dendrornis which
constitute Sclater *s subfamily "Glyphorhynchinae.
“
The family consists of the following genera of which
those whose syringes have been described are noted below'.
Glyphorhynchus Wied.
Dendrocichla Gray
Sittasomus Sw
.
Deconychura Gh.
Xiphorhynchus Sw. (includes Dendrornis Gray.;
Dendroplex Sw.

Dendrexetastes Eyt.
Hylexetastes Scl
.
Xiphocolaptes Less.
Picolaptes Less. Examined by Muller (1845), Garrod (1876).
Naslca Less.
Drymornis Eyt.
^
Dendrocolaptes Herm. lixamined by Muller (.1845). Fig. 6.
17
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Family FURNARIIDAE (Ovenbirds)
*
•’
'Tracheophone, mesomyodian, and with two short tracheo-bron-
chial muscles. Tarsal envelope endaspidean. Tensor patagii
brevis normally passerine. Inter-orbital septum PERFORATE,
maxillo-palatines VERY LONG AND SLENDER, metasternum two-
notched, etc.
This large family consists of the following glaera, the
examined ones being noted as before.
Geobates sw
.
Geosi tta Sw
Furnarius Vieill. Examined by Muller (1845).
Upucerthia Geoffr. U. dumetoria examined by byton (1841).
Cinclodes Gray Four species examined by EJyton (1841) and
Muller (1845).
Note; Eyton’s descriptions fail to comment on the key points
in the structure of the syrinx. This may be expected since
his work antedated Muller’s description of the tracheophone
syrinx. Since Eyton’s words were enough to convince Muller
that the structures resembled these which he had before him,
the older work has been taken into account in this tabulation.
Henicornis Gray
Glibanornis Scl.& Salv.
Lochmias Sw.
Aphrastura Uberh.

Sylviorthorhynchus Des M
Schizoeaca (jab.
Phloeocryptes Gab. & Hein.
Leptasthemira Heich.
Synallaxls viell. Examined by Muller ^lo46;.
Siptornis Reich. Examined by Eyton ^1841 j ** Synallaxls
maluroides .
”
Xenerpestes fieri.
Pseudocolaptes Reich.
Coryphist era fiurm
.
Anumbius D'Orb. & Lafr.
Thryolegus uberh.
Ilimnornis Gould
Berlepschia Ridg.
Phacelodomus Reich.
Thripophaga Cab.
Pseudosizura Reich.
Automoius Reich.
Philydor Spix.
Thrlpadec tes Scl.
Ancistrops Scl
.
Heliobletus Reich.
Xenicopsis uab. & Hein.
Xenops 111. Perhaps examined by Muller as "Xenops noffm.
"
but this may be a synonymy that has not been
cleared yet.

Anabazenops Lafr,
I
Sclerurus Sw. Examined by Muller (,lb45j as "Tinac tor Max.”
Margarornis Keich.
Premnoplex (Jher.
Pygarrhichus aurm.
Kidgway splits out six other genera, none of which have
been examined anatomically.

i?‘amily FORMIGARIIDAE (,Ant-birds
)
Tracheophone mesomyodian
,
and with the metasterrnmi two-
notched, one pair of tracheo-bronchial muscles arising from
the trachea and attached to one or more of the bronchial
semi-rings, or else one pair inserted on the distal end of
the trachea. The maxillo-palat ines are STRAP-SHAPED, vomer
long and BROAD, tensor patagii brevis normally passerine.
Tarsi are taxaspidean or holaspidean or non-scutellate.
Found from Costa Rica to southern Brazil and reaching
maximum development in the valley of the Amazon.
Some are as small as gnatcatchers and others as large as
jays, and they mimic several oscine families both in habits
and in external appearance. None are very brilliantly
colored, most are terrestrial or nearly so. u.any are consp-
icuously good songsters.
Ridgway adds ^1911) that the classification of the group
is difficult, "....more so, probably, than in the case of any
r
other American group of birds. Indeed it maybe truly said
that even the most recent at tempts .... to bring order out of
chaos can be considered only partially successful..."
The family consists of the following genera, with annot-
ations as previously.
Cymbilalmus Gray
Thamnistes Scl. & Salv.
Abalius Gab
4 a/
Taraba Less
Hypolophus Cab. & Hein,
Thamnophllus Viell. Examined thoroughly by Miiiler (1645)
Erionotus Cab. & Hein.
Dysithamnus Cab.
Myrmotherula Sol.
Myrmopagis Ridg.
Microrhopias Scl.
Terenura Cab. Hein.
Microbates Scl.
Cercomacra Scl
.
G^^mnocichla Scl.
Formicarius Bodd. Muller (1845) examined ”Myiothera 111.”
Hylophylax Ridg.
Anoplops Cab.& Hein.
Phaenostictus Ridg.
Rhopot erpe Cab.
Pittasoma Cass.
Grallaricula Scl.
Grallaria Viell.
Pjylopezus Ridg.
Oropezus Ridg,
Myrmothera Viell.
Hypsibemon Cab.
Rhegma torina Ridg
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Pltlr^^s Viell.
Chamaeza Vig. Examined by Muller (1845)
?yiyrmoderas Ridg.
Myrmelastes Sol.
Myrmoborus Gab. & Hein.
Pyriglena Cab.
Thamnomanes Gab.
Rhamphocaenus Viell.
Drymophila Sw
•
Herpsilochmus Cab.
Myrmorchilus Hidg.
Rhoporchilus Ridg.
Dichrozona Hidg.
Rhopias Cab. & Hein.
Fdiopochares Cab. & Hein.
Biatas Gab. & Hein;
Othello Reich.
Pygiptila Scl.
Lochites Gab. & Hein.
Nisius Reich.
Batara Less.
Hypodaleus Gab. & Hein.
Neoctantes Scl.
Gly toctantes Scl.
Formic ivora Svi •
Psilorhamphus Scl
.
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Myrmochanes Allen
Rhopocichla Allen
Gymnopithys Bp.
Percnostola Cab.
Hypocnemis Gab.
Phi egopsis Reich.
Thamnocaris Scl.
Sola teria Oberh.
Rhopornis Hichm.
Myrmophila Gab. &.
& Hein.
Hein.
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Family CONOPOPHAG IDAE
This is a very small and well-marked family consisting
of two genera and about sixteen species. They are peculiar
to South America. Only the most recent classifications
give this group family rank. Sharpe (1901) lists only the
following two genera;
Conopophaga Viell. Examined by Muller (1846), This interes-
ting syrinx is sho” n in Fig. 9.
Cory thopis Sund.
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Family HH INOCRYPT IDAE (Tapaculos)
(— Fteroptochidae
)
Tracheophone
,
mesomyodian, and with the metasternum POUR-
notched, interorbital septum perforate, maxillo-palatines
long and slender and curved backwards, vomer short with long
limbs, nares holrhinal, tensor patagii brevis ’’masked passer-
ine or quasi-picarian, ” one pair of tracheo-bronchial muscles,
intrinsic muscles present, sterno-trachealis attached to
processus vocales, tarsal envelope taxaspidean.
Externally the Rhinocryptidae are characterized by their
wren-like appearance
,
large and strong feet excessively
developed in some genera, short, very concave, and much rounded
wing with ten primaries, short tail carried in a wren-like
attitude. They are of terrestrial or semi- terrestrial' habits
and their power of flight is quite limited. They are said
to be very active, inquisitive, and noisy; their notes being
varied and remarkable.
The family is peculiar to the more southern parts of the
Neotropical Region, the high mountains of Costa nica being
the northern limit. Only seven of the thirty-one species
and two of the eight genera occur in the iUidean districts of
Ecuador, Peru, and Chile, and thence to the Falkland Islands,
Argentina, and southeastern Brazil. Two of the Colombian
species, belonging to separate genera, extend as far eastward
as the higher mountains of Venezuela.

Sharpe lists the following genera:
Soy talopus Gould Examined by miiller (,1845).
Merulaxis Less.
Lioscelus Scl.
Pteroptochus Kittl. Both Eyton and duller examined
ollis ."
Rhinocrypta Gray
Hylactes King Eyton (1641) examined “Pteroptochus
Acropternis Cab. & Hein.
P. albic-
Tarnii .
“
Triptorhinus Cab
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Family COTINGIDAE (Cotingas;
HAPLOOPHONE, CATAGROR/IYODOUS
,
HETEROMEROUS, mesomyodian
birds with the tarsal envelope pycnaspidean, holaspidean,
or modified taxaspidean i^never exaspidean;; first (basal;
phalanx of middle toe never wholly limited to inner toe, nor
second phalanx of middle toe coherent with the outer toe
(or else, in genus Phoenicercus only, with the inner side of
the tarsus feathered).
The range of variation in external features is so great
in the group known as Uotingas that it is very difficult to
find external characters common to all. Dr. sclater separated
the family from the Tyrannidae and the ripridae by the
alleged pycnaspidean tarsi, but, while the tarsal envelope is
never exaspidean, as in the two groups mentioned, it is by no
means always pycnaspidean, this type of structure being
developed in less than half of the genera according to Kidgway
( 1907 ).
Owing to lack of sufficient knowledge of the internal
structure of the various genera, the limits of the family, as
well as its relationships to allied groups, are uncertain,
and those here assigned are done so tentatively. Kidgway
pointed out that the genus .Laniocera has a typically exaspid-
ean tarsus and therefore belongs in the ripridae. in turn,
Laniosoma was transferred from the ripridae to the present
family. The genus Kupicola is included here rather than

comprising a separate family as was done by Beddard (1898;.
The anomalous rheonicercus mentioned above probably deserves
separation from the family, perhaps to comprise a family by
itself.
Beveral genera and even species have been placed more or
less randomly between the uotingidae and the lyrannidae
.
Thus, Hidgway pointed out that our knowledge of their internal
character is so completely unknown th^»t the only available
external characteristic is the tarsal scut ellat ion. On the
basis of this, Siry stes
,
allied to uipangus and pasiornis
,
must be removed from the lyrannidae and placed in the ..oting-
idae. Also, three species must be removed from tne lyrannine
genera :v.y iarchus
,
8lainia
,
and Fogontriccus respectively.
The first (
”
Myiarchus '* validus ) and the second have the tarsal
envelope holaspidean.
i£ven with all of these changes, the uotingidae constitute
'’...one of the most heterogeneous of all the groups of birds,
une has only to compare the little brightly coloux’ed ualyp tura
with the large, somber umbrella-birds (Gephalopt erus ; to see
how obviously this is the case, ” according to Hidgway (1914;.
The only bond of union seems to be the tarsal envelope which
is pycnaspidean. The family rhytotomidae have the same type
of tarsal scutellation but are separable by their serrate
bills.
The Cotingidae are extremely diverse in form, size, and
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coloration. The smallest species, scarcely three and one-half
inches long, closely resemble in general form and coloration
some of the smaller i.^anakins ; while the largest, 18 inches
long, are not unlike a crow in appearance, i>ome are perhaps
the most richly colored of all birds, others are as plain in
plumage as it is possible for a bird tobe, while a few are
even unpleasant in aspect, having bald heads or worm-like
fleshy appendages on the head, iviany genera are remarkable
V
for their modifications of the quills of the primaries.
The Cotingas are peculiar to tropical America, chiefly
the continental portion, altnough two species are confined
to Jamaica in the V^est Indies.
Relatively speaking, a greater number of the genera
have been examined anatomically as can be seen from the
following list, however, in view of the het erogeneous forms
involved, the coverage is quite inadequate.
Tityra Vi ell. Examined by Muller (1845).
Platypsarls Scl.
Pachyrhamphus Gray Examined by Muller (1845).
Chiroxilla Scl. & Salv.
Lathria Sw.
Aulia Bp.
Lipa(n)gus Boie Examined by Garrod (1876).
Attila Less.
Casiornis hes M.
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Xenopsarls Ridg.
Phoenioercus S\w
.
(see p. 55).
Rupicola Briss. Examined by Muller (1845), Garrod (1876).
Phibalura Viell. Examined by Muller (1845).
T1 juca Less.
(Ampellon Cab. **Ampelis ” examined by Muller (1845), however^
Ridgway places this genus in the family Pipridae).
Pipreola Sw.
Cotlnga Briss. Examined by Muller (1845).
Xipholena Glog.
Carpodectes Salv.
Doliornis Tacz.
Heliochera De Dil.
lodopleura Less. Examined by Muller (1845).
Calyptura Sw. Examined by Muller (1845).
Haematoderus Bp.
Querula Viell. (Not ’’Querula** as examined by Miiller).
Pyroderus Gray (Not ’’Pyroderus” as examined by Muller).
Cephalopterus Geoffr. Examined by Muller (1845), Tschudi (1843).
Calvifrons Baud. Examined by Muller (1645) as ’’Gymnocephalus .
"
Gymnoderus Geoffr.
Ohasmarhynchus Temm. Examined by Muller (1845), Garrod (1876)

Family PIPRIDAE (Manakins)
Haploophone, catacromyodous
,
heteromerous
,
mesomyodian
Passeriformes with the tarsal envelope exaspidean (as in the
Tyrannidae), and the second phalanx of the middle toe at
least half, USUALLY V/HOLLY, coherent with the outer toe. In
Piprites the first phalanx of the middle toe is wholly coher-
ent with the inner toe.
In their exaspidean tarsal envelope the Pipridae agree
with the ryrannidae, but otherwise resemble the uotingidae.
The three groups are, however, very closely related, and
more than one author has suggested that they be combined to
form a single family.
AS a rule the Pipridae are smaller birds than the (joting-
idae. The tail is very short in most forms, though sometimes
the middle pair of retrices are tremendously elongate. The
bill is basally broader than in the uotingidae, though not
nearly as disproportionately so as in some of the Tyrannidae.
Like many of the Uotingidae, the males are adorned with
striking colors, blue, crimson, orange, yellow, or white
contrasting with velvety black. The females are mostly dull
olive-green, in a few genera (Laniocera . Scotothorus , Tyrann-
eutes } the sexes are alike and dull in color. These genera
may be otherwise suspiciously considered.
The family is confined to the continental portions of
tropical America including the islands of Trinidad and Tobago,

and is represented by about eighty species belonging to
twenty-i*two genera of which six occur north of the Isthmus of
Panama
•
Piprites Cab,
Chloropipro Cab. & Hein.
Xenopipro Cab.
Ceratopipra Bp.
Clrrhopipra Bp.
Antilophia Heich.
Masius Bp.
Metopothrlx Scl. & Salv.
Pipra Linn. Examined by Muller (,1845).
Neopipo Scl. & Salv.
Machaeropterus Bp,
Chiroxiphia Cab.
( Helicura Scl. or Illcura Scl. ?).
Manacus Briss. May have been examined by Blyth, though
Muller throws doubt on Blyth's work.
Ptilochloris Sw.
Scotothorus Oberh.
Schiffornis Bp.
Neopelma Scl.
Heterocercus Scl.
Laniocera Less. This may have been the '’Ampelis” examined
by Muller (p. 67) although this name actually
takes precedence over '’Aulia” of Bonoparte,
Cabanis, and Heine.
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Sapayoa Hart
Allocotopterus Ridg.
Ohiroprion Bp
.
Tyranneutes Scl. & Salv,
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Family TYRANNIDAE (Tyrant Flycatchers)
Mesomyodian Passeriformes with the syrinx tracheo-bronch-
ial (haploophone ) , the syringeal muscles aNAGROMYODOUS,
tarsal envelope exaspidean or quasi- exaspidean, middle toe
united to outer toe for not more (usually decidedly less)
than its basal phalanx (except in the genus Terenotriccus )
,
and to the inner toe for less than its basal phalanx. The
tip of the maxilla is more or less uncinate.
The more typical Tyrannidae, especially the worth and
Middle American species , resemble the Old World Flycatchers
(Muscicapidae ) both in general appearance and in habits. The
latter, however, are true Oscines more nearly related to the
Thrushes than to any other group. In South nmerica, where
the family reaches its highest development, amazing reprod-
uctions or mimicries of oscine families are found. Some are
similar in appearance and habits to the Ringlets (Regulinae),
others to the Titmice (Paridae), and still others are terres-
trial and resemble narks. Wagtails, or Pipits. There are
some aerial forms, swallow-like in habit and appearance, even
to sporting a deeply forked tail. Others resemble Todies,
Thrushes, and Vireos. In fact, there are few oscine types
that are not more or less closely imitated by one or more
genera of Tyrannidae.
More than five hundred and fifty species are known,
referable to more than eighty genera. There may still be some

awaiting discovery in the more remote portions of South Amer-
ica .
There is no more difficult group to study, according to
jriidgway. In contrast to the Gotingidae, there are few highly
differentiated forms, the majority being birds of dull color
with very,' slightly modified structural characteristics. Even
the most extreme types can be shown to grade almost impercept-
ibly into one another. Dr« Sclater (fide rtidgway ) said,
"future anatomical study on the lines pursued by uarrod and
Forbes may eventually succeed in giving us a better system
than anything that can be obtained from the study of dried
skins.” Such a study would perhaps show the necessity for
dividing the group into two or more families, one of which
would contain certain genera referred to the uotingidae
solely on the basis of the tarsal scutellation.
These last include the genera Lathria
.
Llpangus
,
Attila
,
Hylonax
,
Slrystes
,
idiotriccus
,
lyrannulus
.
iviicro triccus
,
and others. While the Uotingidae are supposed to be catacr-
omyodous, it is true that many of the genera (including these;
in both the Tyrannidae and the Uotingidae
,
are unknown with
respect to the insertions of the syringeal muscles.
rtidgway (1914; does violence to the following genera and
species
:
Lawrencia "..probably in the vireonidae (Oscine;."
Stigma tura "..resembles Formic ivora
,
so probably in
the Formicariidae. '•

Hapalocercus ’^possibly also i-’ormi^iariidae. ”
Habrura ’’might not be out of place in the Cotingidae
Muse igra 11a ’’probably belongs to the Formicariidae. ”
Culcivora ’’...recalls some of the Furnariidae in
style of coloration.
Sirystes ’’belongs close to Lipangus in the cotingidae
Pogonotriccus zeledoni Ridgway makes this the type
of a new genus, idiotriccus « referred to the Cotingidae.
Elainopsis
Tyrannulus
Microtriccus All three above genera have the wrong
tarsal scutellation, and hence can’t be in the Tyrannidae.
Myiarchus validus Cab. ”is apparently not distantly
related to the Cotingiine genus Attila .
"
^’ending the publication of more recent studies in the
group, some of the above genera have been here omitted. in
those cases in which Ridgway expressed certainty, the genera
have been placed where he suggested. Elainopsis and Micro -
triccus have been omitted from any of these tabulations.
Several genera described since 1914 are also omitted in the
following list. While some of these are undoubtedly new,
others are the result of the splitting of previously defined
genera, thus, in a certain sense, they are covered in this
list. Such splitting is very rarely on the basis of any
internal anatomical characteristics.

Aj;rlornis Gould
Mylotheretes Reich.
Taeniopt era Bp.
Ochthodiaeta Gab. dc Hein.
Ochthoeca Gab.
Mecocerculua Scl.
Ochthornis Scl
.
Fluvicola Sw. Examined by Muller (1845).
Arundinicola D*Orb. Examined by Muller (1845).
Alectrurus Viell.
Cybernet es Gab. & Hein.
Sisopygis Gab. & Hein.
Cnipolegus 3oie
Lichenops Sund.
Muscipipra hess.
Gopurus Strick.
Machetornis Gray Examined by Muller (1645).
Muscisaxlcola D*Orb. & Lafr.
Centrit es Gab. Examined by Muller (1845).
Muscigralla D'Orb. & Lafr. See p. 62.
Platyrhynchus Desm. Examined by Muller (1845).
Rhynchocyclus Gab. St Hein.
Todirostrum Less. Examined by Muller (1845).
Oncostoma Scl.
Euscarthmus Wied

Ceratotriccus Cab
Pseudotriccus Tacz. & Berl.
Gaenotrlccus Gab,
Lophotriccus Berl.
Orchilus Cab. Examined by Muller (1845).
Colopteryx Ridg. Muller examined “Colopterus Cab.”
Hemitriccus Cab. <& Hein.
I — — 1
1
}
Phylloscartes Gab. & Hein.
Hapalocercus Cab. See p. 62.
Habrura Cab. & Hein. See p. 62.
Culcivora Sw. See p. 62.
Pogonotriccus Cab. & Hein. P. zeledoni mentioned on p 62.
Other species in this genus may belong here, however.
Leptotriccus Cab. & Hein.
Stigmatura Scl.& Salv. See p. 62.
Serpophaga Gould Eyton (1841) examined albocoronata .
Anaeretes Reich.
Cyanotis Sw.
Mionectes Cab, Examined by Muller (184S),
Leptopogon Gab.
Myiopagis Salv, & Goodm. (split from Elaenia below).
Capsiempsis Cab. & Hein. (split from Elaenia below).
Phyllomyias Cab. & Hein.
Myiopatis Gab. & Hein.
Ornithion Marti.
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Tyrannulus Viell. See p. 62.
Tyranniscus Cab. & Hein.
Elaenia Sund. Examined by Muller (1845). See two notes above.
Empidagra Gab. <jc Hein. Examined by Muller as "Elainea
brevirostris Tsch.”
Legatus Scl.
Sublegatus Scl. & Salv.
Myiozetet es Scl.
Conopias Gab. & Hein.
Pitangus Sw. Examined by Muller (1845) as^ Saurophagous Sw.”
Sirystes Gab. & Hein. See note p. 62.
Myiodynastes Bp.
Onychorhynchus Pisch. (part of Aluscivora Guv.;.
Hirundinea D’Orb & Lafr. ^
Gnipodectes Scl. * Salv.
A^yiobius Gray Examined by rniiller (1845).
Pseudomy iobius Salv. & Pests
Pyrocephalus Gould Examined by Muller (1645). See Pig. 14.
Empidochanes Scl.
Mltrephanes Coues
Sayornis Bp.
Empidonax Gab.
Lawrencia Hidg. See note on p. 62.
Nuttallornis Hidg.
Horizopus Oberh.
4 •
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Blacicus Cab
Planchesia Bp.
Myiarchus Gab. Audubon (1859) examined (?) M. crinitus as
**Tyrannula or Ini ta Sw . " Muller (1845) examined the same
species as "Muscicapa crinita uinn.”
Deltarhynchus Ridg.
Nesnotriccus Towns.
Eribates Ridg.
Empidonomus Cab. & Hein.
Tyrannus Guv. Audubon examined (?) **Muscicapa tyrannus ** and
Muller also examined the same species. it is the familiar
North American Tyrannus tyrannus .
Muscivora Cuv. Reference to older works may have introduced
a synonym for this genus elsewhere in the present list.
Poecllotriccus Berlepsch
Atalotriccus Ridg.
Perissotriccus Oberh.
Placostomus Ridg.
Platytriccus Ridg.
Craspedoprion hart.
Camptostoma Scl
.
Tyrannopsis Ridg.
Pipromorpha Bp.
Aphanotriccus Ridg.
Myiotriccus Ridg
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Terenotriccus Ridg.
Pyrrhomyias Cab. cx. Hein.
Myiochanes Cab. & Hein.
r:y iophobus Reich.
Gorypho tr i c c us Ridg.
Tolmarchus Ridg.
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Family PITTIDAE (Pittas)
This exclusively Old-World family may actually not be
even distantly related to the other families of the iv;esomyodi
.
Beddard (1898) pointed out that it is unique among passerines
by reason of the deep temporal fossae of the skull which
nearly meet behind in a manner seen in some other birds, not
passerine
.
The syringeal muscles are very thin and accurately median
in insertion. Beddard also points out that the cartilaginous
structure is relatively simple, suggesting the Burylaimidae
.
There are five genera and about seventy species found
only in the Ethiopian, indo-malayan, and Australian regions.
Anthocichla Blythe. *
Hydrornis Blythe.
Pitta viell. Examined by Garrod (1876). He dissected B. cyan-
ura and P. angolensis.
Eucichla Gab. & Hein.
Mellopitta Stejn.
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Family OXYRUNCIDAE ^ Sharp-bills
;
This family comprises but one genus ^ Oxyruncus Temm .
)
which contains a single species. Three variations have
been described and are considered sub-species.
Oxyruncus cristatus cristatus
fra ter
hypoglaucous
They range from uosta rtica to southeastern orazil.
The family is described by Ridgway (,1914; as haploophone,
mesomyodian, anacromyodous
,
tarsal envelope exaspidean, outer
toe nearly as long as middle toe, basal phalanx of middle toe
adherent for more than half its length to inner toe. The bill
is sharply pointed and wedge-shaped. The alleged serration
of the outer primary is practically non-existent and not a
reliable diagnostic point. Kidgway ^1914; said, '’the relation-
ships of the form are not satisfactorily determined, but
apparently the Tyrannidae are not remotely allied."
1
Family FHYTOTOMIDAE (Leaf-cutters;
Forbes (I860; cited rhy totoma as anatomically unknown,
and in urgent need of study, as far as the present writer
has been able to find, the internal anatomy remains unknown.
They were early placed as a subfamily of the uotingidae «ith
\
which they agree in tarsal scutellat ion . In giving them

family rank, it has evidently been assumed that they were
ca tacromyodous only because of the former association with
the uotingidae. jf'ew families can be so tersely summarized.
They are ootinga-like birds with a oERRATE BILL.
There is a single genus, rhy totoma Molina, which may
be divided into four species all of restricted ranges in
southern south America.
A very cursory anatomical sketch may be found of P. rara
by Lyton ^,1841;. The syrinx is not mentioned.
Family ACAivTrilsITTiDAE (New Zealand »vrens;
(« aENIUIDAE)
This family is restricted to jMew Zealand and is represen-
ted by three genera and about six species. Acanthidosi tta
Lafr.,and Aenicus Gray, have both been adequately studied
by Forbes (1682). Figure 15 shows the very peculiar syrinx
of Xenicus . No anatomical studies have been found for the
third genus, Traversia Roth.
Family PHILEPITTIDAE
These unique birds belong to a single genus, rhilepitta
Geoffr., and comprise only two species found in Madagascar
only* Forbes (1880) gave a thorough description, and pointed
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out that there are three families of Mesomyodian Passeres in
the ul4 World, namely
,
the ir'ittidae, Philepit tidae
,
and the
Eurylaimidae. A few years later (1882) he added the Xenicidae.
As may be readily seen from r'igure 16, the syrinx is
unlike that of any other Haploophone forms. The peculiar
fan-like expansion of the lower end of the muscle has excited
much comment. Only a longitudinal section through the
syrinx could determine whether the numbering on this figure
is correct. If it is, then hidgway’s key (p. 39) is incorrct
in stating that the muscles are not attached to the semi-rings.
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ABSTRACT
The literature pertaining to the classification of
the rasseriformes
,
in so far as it is based upon actual
anatomical investigation, is highly inadequate.
In general, the syrinx is of major taxonomic import-
ance in the rasseriformes
,
where its value was first
adequately exploited by Johannes Mttller in 1645.
The syrinx is an organ peculiar to the class Aves, being
found in no other group of organisms, h'rom a teleologic-
al point of view, the evolution of voice may be an
important prerequifeite for the evolution of higher intel-
ligence. A special modulatable voice organ is found
only in the birds and the mammals. The peculiar avian
syrinx is a modification of the lower end of the tracnea
and the adjacent bronchi. The mammalian larynx is at
the opposite end of the tracheal tube. The vibratory
elements of the syrinx are in the form of membranes;
the functionally same elements in the larynx being
cords
.
Characterization of the Ratite birds by the absence
of a syrinx is incorrect. As illustrations clearly show,
the syrinx in these forms is somewhat degenerate, however
. TCAri'i^fA
“lo iK-i^ isanXfi ,>u:i c.s ! bX'ibq ©'jl Jeno Ji X ©aT
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Xcni'l ae> tii/lKV ,3X2 uiaa#
,
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-aOX;iX To noXXalovo oaX 'loT oX 2alkfp®*iS*i(j Xnf. X *'0 .in!
XaxroT 32 afi^tno ootov dXdsXeXatOia lelcotio A .©caej,].
aftivt ibXIuojSi »a'X .elb.iiruBin i^riX tne sJb'ifrl oriX ni ‘ifao
cyacpiX 3iiX To X>»*Q T&MfOi o.iX To iiL- iX BoiT i tCii c ftl xai^iYo
Xb 3i xiixaiiX H; 21 ficuntf I,; s*iT .inof*o';d xnyrBf,i,t- jxiX 5iu-
YTcXBIOJv OiiT .OtiiiX i69flc.F.‘lX 9:i’ To bil& 0X220 hCjO sdx
; aOiit'idu-tjfn To m'loT oaX ni O'le xHl'i^a sxiX 'to aXxi8ir;oIo
jaiidd xnY'ifiX 8rtX iiJt 'XXxioni.jI© ooiea - ^f*oiX oxu/T :uiX
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,
5Xtj'iOii&rai3 Xprif^mca si r ,-n*^oT oeaaX ni xni'iYa or^X
the loss is clearly secondary.
The generalized structure of the syrinx is most
clearly seen from Figure 1. All manner of variations,
especially in the form of resonating chambers, may be
seen in a variety of bird forms. The essential vibrat-
ory eliements are the tympaniform membranes in the walls
of the bronchi (and often comprising part of the tracheal
wall also), and the semilunar membrane which is more
cord-like being a flap of mucous membrane protruding
freely into the cavity of the syrinx in the very crotch
at the union of the bronchi with the trachea. In addit-
ion, the usual condition shows one or more pairs of
muscles so inserted upon the bronchial or tne tracheal
cartilage rings that their action may utilized to vary
the tension upon the membranes.
The only study of the ontogeny of the syrinx is
that of Tymms (191i5) on the domestic fowl. Too many
embryological short-cuts characterize this history to
make it of any value in determining phylogenetic relat-
ionships.
Reduction of the syrinx, as in the Phalacrocoracidae,
may have direct correlation with the dietary habits of
the species. Those birds whose diet consists of large
masses of food, viz. whole fish, have a reduced syrinx
.'t'letnoode ai saoi arfi
Xeuttj cii xai'i'^e ttiii lo s'luJ be:. lltsidiia^ oriT
,
enaiJoiiev 'lo lynatim XiA .X s^uj^lS mci*} naea 'X’ihdlo
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i
'io aiXaq S'loni *io Qiio e voha noXXlbiice Xeuau eriJ ,noi
Xo0iiO6*iX anX '^o XcXricnoAd ariX itCK.w beX'issnl' oa aaXoaura
\.'itv oX baa:iXXXA
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V
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I
•
oX \ioXeXA alriX eii'isXos'iBrto aXur^XToa-i Xacl^oXo^'^dma
-XoxJT ciXonbi.oX\/lq iii.fllniii'.'ieXst nl ouXbv \:ne Jo XI o:i«ca
.eqlAanol
,y8Ll3fiooo'j'vBXBiiS enx nl ae .xai'i^ca ariX lo aoiXajjbefl
V
'io aXldftA t'^RXalb ©iiX rixi# noiXeXa't'ioo Xoailb avexi \Ba ,
I
as*i6l 'io dXalaixoo Xalb aadrt^ ab'ild ^aeoxi'I .saJceqe ariX
xal*i ’(,3 baojjbai e avari ,rieJtJ eioriw .slv ,bool *10 aeeeaai
in order to economize on space in the neck region*
Much of the terminology used by the nineteenth
century biologists in the description of types of syr-
inges is seen to be redundant. However, the history of
these various descriptive cliches is here given, and
they have all been checked at their original sources in
the literature.
The ’’Tracheal syrinx” is characterized by having
the major part of the modifications in the region of the
trachea
.
The ’’Bronchial syrinx” is characterized by having
its major modifications and sound-producing areas in the
bronchi
The ’’Tracheo- bronchial syrinx” is characterized by
having modifications of both the trachea and the bronchi
and is the predominantly common type.
The”Polymyodian syrinx ” is characterized by the
possession of several sets of intrinsic muscles.
The ”011gomyodian syrinx” is characterized by ’’FEW”
sets of intrinsic muscles.
The ’’Mesomyodian syrinx”is characterized by having
the insertions of the intrinsic muscles at EITHER end
or in the middle of the bronchial semi-rings.
The”Acromyodian syrinx” is characterized by having
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the muscle insertions at the ends, one or the other, of
the bronchial semi-rings. This term is redundant being
included in the definition of '•Mesomyodian** above.
The “Diacromyodian syrinx” is characterized by having
the intrinsic muscle insertions both dorsal and ventral,
i.e., on both ends of the semi-rings. This is equal to
the ”Oscine syrinx."
The'*Anisomyodian syrinx" is exactly equivalent to
the"Mesomyodian"syr inx.
«
The"Tracheophone syrinx" is a "tracheal" type with
"mesomyodian" musculature. It is applied only to a s-call
group of families in the i^asseriformes comprising the
modern Tyrannoidea (subclass).
The "Haploophone syrinx" is a "mesomyodian syrinx of
the "tracheoibronchial" type.
The history of the classification of the Passeriformei i
from Mtlller (1845) to Wetmore (1940) is here given
especially as pretaining to the non-oscine groups.
The Mesomyodi (Wetmore 's "Tyranni") are analyzed
family by family with an attempt to bring the generic
nomenclature up to date for each of these families; with
the end of pointing out those forms which have been
anatomically examined and described in the literature
and those forms which have been interpolated. Prom this
tabulation, future investigation may be planned.
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